September Planning
Whole School Staff Meeting
Meeting will start at 9:30am to give us chance to make sure all the IT
elements are working.

Nick has emailed everyone this morning with a few tips of how to get the
presentation on your Whiteboard.
Use the chat function in Teams to let us know you are all set up.

The chat function can be used to ask questions throughout the session –
Claire will respond and we will do any further clarification at the very
end.

Back to school
1.

Public Health Guidance

2.

School operations

3.

Curriculum, behaviour and pastoral support

4.

Assessment and accountability

5.

Contingency planning for positive case / local outbreak
‘Schools should use their existing resources to make
arrangements to welcome all children back.’

1. Public Health
Measures

Public Health Measures
❑

Those that show symptoms should stay at home

❑

Robust hand and respiratory hygiene

❑

Enhanced cleaning

❑

Active engagement with NHS Test and Trace

❑

Shielding pauses on August 1st – individual risk assessments, where necessary.

❑

Formal consideration of contact reduction and distance maximisation thus minimising
contamination by:


grouping pupils together



avoiding contact between groups



arranging classrooms facing forward



maintaining distances

Bubbles / Consistent Groups
The guidance states that:


Minimising contacts and mixing between people reduces transmission of coronavirus (COVID19). This is important in all contexts, and schools must consider how to implement this.
Schools must do everything possible to minimise contacts and mixing while delivering a broad
and balanced curriculum.



The overarching principle to apply is reducing the number of contacts between children and
staff. This can be achieved through keeping groups separate (in ‘bubbles’) and through
maintaining distance between individuals. These are not alternative options and both
measures will help, but the balance between them will change depending on:





children’s ability to distance



the lay out of the school



the feasibility of keeping distinct groups separate while offering a broad curriculum (especially
at secondary)



It is likely that for younger children the emphasis will be on separating groups, and for older
children it will be on distancing. For children old enough, they should also be supported to
maintain distance and not touch staff where possible.

In this guidance for the autumn term, maintaining consistent groups remains important, but
given the decrease in the prevalence of coronavirus (COVID-19) and the resumption of the full
range of curriculum subjects, schools may need to change the emphasis on bubbles within
their system of controls and increase the size of these groups.

Principle is reduced contacts
Contacts

Social
distancing

The more contacts, the more
stringent social distancing
measures that are required.

Important in-class / school measures


Ventilation – doors and windows to be more regularly opened



Cleaning – Highwood staff during the school day.



Reducing adult contact – ownership on individual staff members



Small adaptations to classroom –


Front facing desks



No singing (groups bigger than 15)



Removal of non essential furniture to create space



Use of resources – cleaning measures put in place.



Staffrooms / Toilets – plans will be emailed and all doors will be labelled.

Requirement for home learning offer.

Close Contact:
The guidance document states:

Close contact means:
• direct close contacts - face to face contact with an infected individual for any
length of time, within 1 metre, including being coughed on, a face to face
conversation, or unprotected physical contact (skin-to-skin)
• proximity contacts - extended close contact (within 1 to 2 metres for more than
15 minutes) with an infected individual

• travelling in a small vehicle, like a car, with an infected person
Household members of those contacts who are sent home do not need to self-isolate
themselves unless the child, young person or staff member who is self-isolating
subsequently develops symptoms.

2. School Operations

Attendance…
… will be compulsory :


parents’ duty to secure that their child
attends regularly at school where the
child is a registered pupil at school and
they are of compulsory school age;



schools’ responsibilities to record
attendance and follow up absence

(Admin team will need a ‘script’ so that all
illnesses sent by text or left on answerphone
are followed up so that any illness relating to
symptoms are followed up with by a test)


the availability to issue sanctions,
including fixed penalty notices in line with
local authorities’ codes of conduct

✓
✓
✓
✓

Identify and engage
Multiagency working
Discuss safety concerns
Provide reassurance

‘education is not optional’



One-way system still in place.



Staff sign in will move back to the
main reception



Staff to use one-way system on entry
and exit of the site as there will be
much more foot traffic.



Corridor use will need to be minimal
– phones / Teams



Walkie talkies







Allocation of Year group channels for
pick up. Pick up to be managed by
Year group staff rather than SLT.



Office and SLT on 10



SLT specific issues discussed on 12

Parents not permitted to be in the
school building – Can drop in to Main
Reception, but social distancing
measures apply.

Settling in visits – F1 / F2

Woodlands Avenue

Site logistics

Fairwater Drive

Staggered timings
Start

Break

Lunch

End of Day

F1

8:45am

Learning Zone

11.30am – 12:30pm

3:05pm

F2

8:50am

Learning Zone

11.30am – 12:30pm

3:10pm

1

8:45am

10:15am

11.50am – 12:50pm

3:05pm

2

8:55am

10:30am

12.00pm – 1:00pm

3:15pm

3

8:50am

10:20am

12.10pm – 1:10pm

3:10pm

4

8:45am

10:15am

12.20pm – 1:20pm

3:05pm

5

8:50am

10:20am

12.30pm – 1:30pm

3:10pm

6

8:55am

10:30am

12.30pm – 1:30pm

3:15pm

Wrap Around Care
Guidance states:


Schools should consider resuming any breakfast and after-school provision,
where possible, from the start of the autumn term. We recognise that schools
may need to respond flexibly and build this up over time. Such provision will
help ensure pupils have opportunities to re-engage with their peers and with
the school, ensure vulnerable children have a healthy breakfast and are ready
to focus on their lessons, provide enrichment activities, and also support
working parents.



We recognise that this will be logistically challenging for schools, particularly
for clubs that would normally offer support across year groups, where parents
are using multiple providers, or where childminders are picking up/dropping
off pupils. Schools should carefully consider how they can make such provision
work alongside their wider protective measures, including keeping children
within their year groups or bubbles where possible. If it is not possible to
maintain bubbles being used during the school day then schools should use
small, consistent groups.

Breakfast Club


We will be able to open from the 7th September with enough staffing



Parents will not be allowed to make “Ad hoc” bookings and must book for the whole
of the half term – spaces won’t be released if bookings are cancelled to keep groups
the same



If any outbreaks lead to a year group closing in school the same group would close
in BC



Opening times 7:45am-8:15am (to ensure all children have eaten and minimise
number of parents on site)



Social distancing signs for entry – doorbell moved to wooden fence to allow parents
to drop chn at a distance



Separate rooms for groups and eating – Phoenix Suite and Small Hall – Radios used



Children will be grouped in 2 age bubbles


EYFS and KS1



KS2

After School Club


We will be able to open from the 7th September



Some days will have limited opening due to staffing levels


Monday – only snacks no main meal – close at 5pm – 29 chn cap



Tuesday – “Cold” Tea - Normal hours – 29 chn cap



Wednesday – “Cold” Tea - Normal hours – 29 chn cap



Thursday – “Cold” Tea - Normal hours – 29 chn cap



Friday – only snacks no main meal – close at 5pm – 29 chn cap



As with BC – two separate groups – Phoenix Suite and Small Hall



If any outbreaks lead to a year group closing in school the same group would close
in BC



Parents will not be allowed to make “Ad hoc” bookings and must book for the
whole of the half term – spaces won’t be released if bookings are cancelled to
keep groups the same



Social distancing signs for exit – doorbell moved to wooden fence to allow parents
to collect chn at a distance

3. Curriculum,
Behaviour and
Pastoral Support

Curriculum expectations
The key principles that underpin [the government’s] advice on curriculum planning
are:



education is not optional: all pupils receive a high-quality education



the curriculum remains broad and ambitious: all pupils continue

that promotes their development and prepares them for the opportunities,
responsibilities and experiences of later life.

to be taught a wide range of subjects, maintaining their choices for further study
and employment.



remote education, where needed, is high quality and aligns as closely as
possible with in-school provision: schools and other settings continue to build
their capability to educate pupils remotely, where this is needed.

Lunch times - Overview of Logistics


Extended lunch time: 11.30 – 1.30 (2hrs)



Each class will become a bubble and each of you will either join a class bubble or
the main hall bubble.



All packed lunches in the classrooms and hot dinners in the main hall



All bubbles will have a first aid kit (see jobs list)



All bubbles will have a walkie talkie (we are ordering more)



All bubbles will have play resources – these MUST stay within this bubble



All bubbles will have a designated play area



Wet play will happen in the classrooms with wet play resources



A member of SLT will be on duty each day. They will be available for you to call if
you have a behaviour issue. Behaviour issues will be dealt within the bubble.
There will be no ‘official’ lunch club. 20:20:20 will need to managed by the adults
within the class bubbles.



Every day we will learn something new and things will change – two way
communication is key. Jackie will be overseeing all bubbles and will be around to
talk to you at any point. You can also email myself and/or Jackie with any
questions.

Timings



Need to be strict with timings.



If they haven’t finished eating, they will need to stop.
If they need to continue eating then they can eat
outside (sitting down only).

Play Areas


Same play areas for break and
lunch times



Adults on the small field will need
to be aware of nursery pupils and
parents coming in through the
woodlands Avenue gate.



Must have your radio and first aid
kit with you.



Jackie will assess whether the
ground is suitable to be played
on. We will develop a plan for
when the ground is muddy but it
is not raining in September.



You will need to keep an eye on
the time and ensure your bring
your bubble back to class at the
right time.



Collect ice packs when you arrive
and keep in refrigerated bags.
The ice pack must be returned to
the freezer at the end of lunch
time.



No break duty rota – children
supervised by adults in the
bubbles / small groups.

Safety and Cleaning at Lunch times –
classrooms and main hall


All adults will need to stay 2ms away from all other adults.



All tables will need to cleaned prior to eating



All tables will need to be cleaned after all the children have finished eating



Main hall – tables will need to be cleaned after each bubble has finished using
them and food swept from the floor.



Encourage independence even more than normal with cutting food and
opening yogurts etc. They won’t be independent straight away but we want
them to be as quickly as possible.



Food will need to be collected off the floor in the classrooms. Children can
help you with this. If you see them drop food you can ask them to pick it up.



Play equipment needs to be cleaned at the end of every lunch time and left
in the classroom.

Last academic year

Curriculum Adjustments

Summer Term

Pupils / Classrooms


Children will wear school uniform in September.



PE kits to go home weekly



Timetable will be as normal, adaptations may need to be made to allow for
phonics / reading and staggered drop off and pick ups



Desks – front facing



Distribution of materials – wash your hands



Individual packs for children



Regularity of cleaning – materials will be kept in classrooms



Clear behaviour expectations including children moving around the room



Creation of an ‘empty zone’ (2 metre square just inside the door) so that
adults can enter the room without being in close proximity to any children /
adults.

EYFS


Children wash hands on entry – reminders throughout the day.



Plastic table coverings to be used and adults to clean at regular intervals.



Learning Zone – children will continue to free flow and access all areas of learning. Resources
chosen will be cleanable – staff will do a full clean of each set of resources used at the end of the
day.



Children will only use the resources that have been set out. Resource trolleys to be covered so that
children know they are off limits.



Cleaning measures – adults allocated to each area and once resources have been used, they can be
cleaned ready for next child.



EYFS bubble rather than individual classes – continuous provision.



Outside equipment (scooters, skipping ropes etc) – when children have finished using them, they are
brought to an adult to wipe over with disinfectant wipes.



EYFS – self sufficient – spare microwave to be moved from staff room to EYFS kitchen area.



PPE for first aid / intimate care.



Ventilation – doors open to outside areas and linking doors (sound proof doors opened) Learning
Zone.



PPE for supporting children getting changed for PE.



Reading books – decodable books changed once a week and choosing books changed twice a week.

Fruit / Milk


Government scheme will restart.



Adult preparation.



Adults hand fruit to children rather than children collecting from communal
space.

Resource
Entering Resource 8:30

Chn all sanitise hands on entry and remove face coverings if
wearing

Table arrangements
Cleaning
Equipment

Individual tables set up - pairs can be used if in same year group
Tables wiped down after each session
Chn have named zip bags of day to day essentials
Own equipment where possible
Therapy sessions
TBC – dependant on NHS guidance
Wider support in classes
As much as possible same adult will support same classes
throughout the week
Entering Resource after play Chn all sanitise hands
Leaving Resource 3:15

Chn put back on face coverings if using
Chn all sanitise hands on exit

Ventilation

Dividing wall will not be used
Windows open when possible

PPA


PPA will continue as per the timetable sent out.



Those members of staff delivering PPA will need to focus on teaching from the
front and allow the support staff to do the majority of interaction with the
children.



Personal responsibility to maintain 2 metre distance; hand sanitising and
contact with other adults.

Curriculum expectations
Guidance states:

Specific points for early years foundation stage (EYFS) to key stage 3


For children in nursery settings, teachers should focus on the prime areas of
learning, including: communication and language, personal, social and emotional
development (PSED) and physical development.



For pupils in Reception Year, teachers should also assess and address gaps in
language, early reading and mathematics, particularly ensuring children’s
acquisition of phonic knowledge and extending their vocabulary. Settings should
follow updates to the EYFS disapplication guidance. For nursery settings and
Reception, consider how all groups of children can be given equal opportunities
for outdoor learning. (This may mean that we have an F1 and F2 cohort groups
rather than having class bubbles)



For pupils in key stages 1 and 2, school leaders are expected to prioritise
identifying gaps and re-establish good progress in the essentials (phonics and
reading, increasing vocabulary, writing and mathematics), identifying
opportunities across the curriculum so they read widely, and developing their
knowledge and vocabulary. The curriculum should remain broad, so that the
majority of pupils are taught a full range of subjects over the year, including
sciences, humanities, the arts, PE/sport, RE and RHE.

PE
https://www.afpe.org.uk/physical-education/wp-content/uploads/COVID-19-Interpretingthe-Government-Guidance-in-a-PESSPA-Context-FINAL.pdf


Plan for PE lessons to be predominantly outside and for children to be as active as possible.



If necessary, lessons inside could go ahead. They will need additional risk assessment to include ventilation
and cleaning procedures.



Equipment being used needs to be thought through – mats, equipment that is difficult to clean.



Cleaning of resources



No contact sports

Key principles for supporting safe PESSPA:
• Clean frequently touched surfaces

• Wash hands frequently as part of a clear hygiene regime
• Minimise contact
• Ensure good respiratory hygiene
Ensure pupils are regularly informed about what good hygiene is. Decide the approach to enhance hygiene (for
example, toilet use, hand washing) and decide on the policy related to usually shared items (for example,
practical equipment).

Extra curricular clubs


Year group offers.



No choir unless we put a limit on numbers.



Avoid shared resources required from classrooms.



Hygiene measures to replicate those of being in a
class room.

Library


All books that are returned need to go into quarantine (can we find a better
word?)



Books to be wiped over by someone in PPE



Returned to shelves after 48 hours – kept in labelled stage boxes (‘Cleaned,
back in library on [insert date])



Visits to be supervised – children to wash hands before going to library and
avoid ‘browsing’ umpteen books before choosing titles to take home.

Catch Up Programmes /
Tutoring


EEF Toolkit



Staff meetings focussing on feedback



Curriculum Adjustments

EEF toolkit already matches our feedback policy:


Providing effective feedback is challenging. These findings from the
broader research may help you to implement it well. Effective
feedback tends to: be specific, accurate and clear (e.g. “It was good
because you...” rather than just “correct”); compare what a learner is
doing right now with what they have done wrong before (e.g. “I can
see you were focused on improving X as it is much better than last
time’s Y…”); encourage and support further effort; be given sparingly
so that it is meaningful; provide specific guidance on how to improve
and not just tell students when they are wrong; be supported with
effective professional development for teachers.



Broader research suggests that feedback should be about complex or
challenging tasks or goals as this is likely to emphasise the importance
of effort and perseverance as well as be more valued by the pupils.



Feedback can come from peers as well as adults (see Peer tutoring).

Assemblies


MS Teams Pre recorded to play at teachers chosen time?



Live Teams / Zoom meeting for celebration assembly?

School Events
Guidance:


We continue to advise against domestic (UK) overnight and overseas
educational visits at this stage see coronavirus: travel guidance for
educational settings.



In the autumn term, schools can resume non-overnight domestic educational
visits.



Parents evening – phone call



Workshops – video



Nativity – cancelled – no singing allowed in groups over 15.

4. Assessment and
Accountability

School Accountability
Government guidance:


We recognise that pupils will have missed a critical period of their education due
to lockdown in the 2019 to 2020 academic year. It is vital that we know the impact
of coronavirus (COVID-19) on this cohort of pupils nationally, and can give support
to schools that need it the most.



We are, therefore, planning on the basis that statutory primary assessments will
take place in summer 2021. The early years foundation stage profile, and all
existing statutory key stage 1 and 2 assessments, should return in 2020 to 2021 in
accordance with their usual timetables. This includes:


the phonics screening check



key stage 1 tests and teacher assessment



the Year 4 multiplication tables check



key stage 2 tests and teacher assessment



statutory trialling



The statutory rollout of the reception baseline assessment has been postponed until
September 2021, giving schools flexibility to sign up to our early adopter year in 2020 to
2021.

In School Assessment


Once the children are settled back in to school, we will continue with our
usual approach to assessment:


AR



Phonics



Cold writes



Maths – pre unit checks



We will also be looking to complete an Autumn 1 Main Assessment in Insight so
that we can establish which children need to be targeted for catch up /
tutoring.



This will be a whole school exercise, so that previous teachers can also have
an input to see which children have significantly regressed in their attainment
profile.

5. Contingency Planning

Covid-19 Lockdown Flow Chart - Overview
1
2

• Positive Case

• Contact PHE and HPT
• Contact LA

3

• Guidance given on how to proceed
• Test and Trace system would be implemented
• Community informed

4

• Individual Bubble to close
• Multiple Bubbles to close
• School to be completely shut – testing station could be deployed to school.

5

• School goes to its blended learning package for affected year groups.
• Await advice from PHE as to when the school can reopen (in full or partially)

Remote learning
OFSTED – September – focus on ‘blended learning’. Visits to all inadequate schools
and a sample from all other grades.

Develop remote education so that it is integrated into school curriculum planning


Remote education may need to be an essential component in the delivery of the
school curriculum for some pupils, alongside classroom teaching, or in the case of
a local lockdown. All schools are therefore expected to plan to ensure any pupils
educated at home for some of the time are given the support they need to master
the curriculum and so make good progress.



Schools may consider it appropriate to suspend some subjects for some pupils in
exceptional circumstances. Schools should be able to show that this is in the best
the interests of these pupils and be subject to discussion with parents during the
autumn term. They should also have a coherent plan for returning to their normal
curriculum for all pupils by the summer term 2021.



Relationships and health education (RHE) for primary aged pupil schools and
relationships, sex and health education (RSHE) for secondary aged pupils becomes
compulsory from September 2020, and schools are expected to start teaching by
at least the start of the summer term 2021.

Question time!
Why do you think the people in the photograph have
gathered?
What is a ‘tradition’? Are there any traditions that you
adhere to?
Do you know anything about the festival of colours?
Why do people celebrate the festival in this way?
Would you like to be there?
What would it feel like to be standing in the crowd or on
top of the bus?
Where in the world do you think this is?

Story starter!
It was the day they’d all been waiting for. As the colours started
to flow, the whole town started to celebrate.
This was a tradition that had been followed, without fail, for
hundreds of years. The crowd began to swell even more,
cooled by the jet streams of paint that filled the air. The festival
of colours was truly underway…
Sentence challenge!
Using your senses is often an effective way to describe a scene
to the reader.
Can you use all of your 5 senses to describe what it would be
like to be there in the picture?
Sick sentences!
These sentences are ‘sick’ and need your help to get better. Can
you help?
It was a hot day. A crowd had gathered. Some people sprayed
paint. it was pink. The crowd were noisy.

Actions:


When planning weekly activities for all curriculum subjects, plan for the
possibility that the learning may need to take place at home.



Make sure that there is a simplified slide (It might help for it to be titled
‘Blended Learning’ so that it is easy to find????) that parents and children will
be able to engage with and understand that would require additional input
from the teacher.



Consider the possibility of recording yourself at the start of the teaching
sequence, so that, if required, this could be uploaded to our YouTube channel
for parents to see you explaining the task.



Consider the possibility of live streaming of classroom teaching for any
individuals that might be in isolation.

Staff Leave
Guidance states:


We recognise that school staff have been working extremely hard throughout
the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak and will be working hard to prepare for
all pupils to return from the start of the autumn term. Many staff will want to
take a holiday over the summer period, which may involve travelling abroad.
The government has set a requirement for people returning from some
countries to quarantine for 14 days on their return. The latest guidance on
quarantine can be accessed at coronavirus (COVID-19): how to self-isolate
when you travel to the UK.



59 countries are exempt

Questions

